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CHARLESTON CONFERENCE ISSUE
LEGAL ISSUES CONT'
Edited by Bryan Carson, Bruce Strauch, and Jack Montgomery

Legally Speaking ........................................... 68
Publishing the Law: The Origins of Legal Publishing by Bryan M. Carson — The history of legal publishing covers a lot of ground. In this first column, Bryan discusses law in the ancient world. In the next issue, Bryan will discuss how modern law and legal publishing have been influenced by these ancient principles.

Copyright Questions and Answers ... 72
What are statutory damages and how do they differ from other types of damages? This is just one of the nitty-gritty questions that Laura Gasaway answers in this regular column.

PUBLISHING
Papa Lyman Remembers ................. 44
by Lyman Newlin — This month Lyman remembers Charleston Conferences.

And They Were There ......................... 74
Reports of Meetings — LOEX, and Winthrop's Libraries in Cyber Age Conferences.

BOOKSELLING AND VENDING
Other Side of the Street ..................... 78
Principles to live by? Hardly. by Thomas Bacher — The Temple Principles were a set of guidelines intended to transform the scholarly publishing system.

Biz of Acq ................................. 79
Bringing Out the Dead: The Romance of Change in Librarianship by Forrest E. Link — The problem these days, says Forrest, is that dead ideas, dead procedures, and, yes, even dead companies haven't the decency to stay that way.

GROUP THERAPY ....................... 81
This month, Barbara Weir wants to know if libraries have merged their interlibrary loan departments into acquisitions.

International Dateline ..................... 85
Experiencing the China Society of Library Science Annual Conference 2000 by Hu Ming Rong and Haiwai Yuan.

INTERNATIONAL
International Dateline ................. 86
South Africa et al. — by Martin White — Besides reading a lot, Martin’s been a-traveling to South Africa and the Netherlands.

TECHNOLOGY AND STANDARDS
Edited by Sandra K. Paul and Albert Simmonds

Chaos .......................... 87
Acronyms in Today’s Standards World — by Sandra K. Paul — Well, I’ve heard of ONIX and EDI and SISAC and BISAC, but what about DRM, DTD, EBX, and eX0MIL. It’s all Chaos!

Webworthy .......................... 90
Unique and interesting Websites organized by broad subject area edited by Pamela Rose. Aquariums is one of the subjects this month, getting us all ready for our visit to the South Carolina Aquarium on Thursday night of the Charleston Conference!

Designing Librarians: on the Web ....... 88
by Anna Belle Leiserson — Digital photography is where it’s at.

Adventures in Librarianship ............. 48
Ranked in order of Relevance — by Ned

ETC.
Kraft — Those of us who search the www regularly will laugh out loud at this one.

MEMORY LANE — ATG MILLENNIUM ISSUE — TIME IS RUNNING OUT
As you all should know by now, we are planning a Millennium Issue of ATG with the Dec.2000/January 2001 issue (v.12/6). What do you remember? We need submissions by November 15, 2000. Please see the flyer, included with this issue, for more details. Make the Millennium Issue a real treat for all of us by sending us your memories or favorite moments! We would even love photographs. SEND TO: Katina Strauch, MSC 98, The Citadel, 209 Richardson Dr., Charleston, SC 29409. <strauchk@earthlink.net> phone or fax: 843-723-3536 www.against-the-grain.com

“Linking Publishers, Vendors and Librarians”

Uncommon ...
Against the Grain is your key to the latest news about libraries, publishers, book jobbers, and subscription agents. ATG is a unique collection of reports on the issues, literature, and people that impact the world of books, journals, and electronic information.

Unconventional ...
ATG is published six times a year, in February, April, June, September, November, and December/January. A six issue subscription is available for only $40 U.S. ($45 Canada, $50 foreign), making it an uncommonly good buy for all that it covers. Make checks payable to Against the Grain, LLC and mail to: Katina Strauch 209 Richardson Avenue MSC 98, The Citadel Charleston, SC 29409

<http://www.against-the-grain.com>